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Abstract

Vehicle-to-vehicle radio links suffer from power variations, multipath fading and associated Doppler
spreading in frequency, as well as interference form other vehicles. We discuss the impact of these

effects on communication networks supporting an Intelligent Vehicle Highway System (IVHS). A

statistical model for this channel is considered and the performance of the network involving many
links is evaluated. Wecompare the performance of Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Direct

Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA), and Frequency Hopping with TDMA in this

environment. Reliability of the radio link is investigated byspecifying the radio spectrum occupation
for a given required reliability of the radio link.
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Introduction

1.0 Introduction

Recently implementation of advance communication technology has been propounded as a feasible
alternative to solving ground transportation problems. Projects such as Road Automobile Communi

cation Systems (RACS) in Japan [1], PROMETHEUS in Europe [2], and Partners for Advanced
Transit and Highway (PATH) in the U.S. are currently engaged in the design of such systems called
Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (IVHS) in Japan and the United States and Road Transport
Informatics (RTI) in Europe. These projects encompass Automated Vehicle Control Systems (AVCS),
Advanced Traffic Management and Information System (ATMIS), Advanced Vehicle Identification
(AVI), and Advanced Driver Information System (ADIS) asplatforms from which IVHS can be real

ized. Many see these projects as a means of improving safety and efficiency of the highway system,
which in turn would lead to an increase in the productivity of commuters as well as alleviate pollu-
tion[3].

Vehicle-to-vehicle communication isofcritical importance to such IVHS projects, especially in Auto
mated Vehicle Control Systems (AVCS) employing platoons [4]. Although communication occurs
only over relatively short range, from less than one meterto tens of meters, the communication links

have to be extremely reliable, despite the presence of multipath reflections and interference from
other links using the same frequency channel.

Jakes [5] and Clarke [6] have investigated avehicle-to-base station Rayleigh fading channel, whereas
Akki and Haber [7] have investigated avehicle-to-vehicle Rayleigh fading channel. However in this
report weextend these models, to best represent avehicle-to-vehicle channel in an IVHS setting, by
considering a Rician fading channel with a direct line-of-sight component and a strong ground
reflected component in a mobile-to-mobile environment.
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Introduction

In order to combat the effects of multipath fading and associated doppler shift as well as interference

from other links multiple access schemes such as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Direct

Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA), and Frequency Hopping with TDMA are

investigated. Shladover [4] and Hitchcock [8] have shown that message delays within a platoon envi
ronmentcan have direconsequences. Thus the performance of these various multiple access schemes

is quantified by Packet Erasure Rates (PER) as well as Reliability (probability of a successful mes

sage reception in a fixed time interval) for a given spectral allocation. Network protocol and fre
quency reuse in a platoon scenario will also be discussed.

This document is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2 by discussing the platoon model in

which the communicationlinks are located andhighlightvarious elements that will affect the channel

and communication link. In Section 3 the channel model is described. This section relies heavily

uponthe Appendix, which goes into the mathematical detail of deriving the channel model. Sections 4

and 5 deal with the modulation and multiple access schemes that are implemented in this channel.

Section 6 discusses network protocol and frequency sharing procedures. In Section 7 we formulate

numerical resultsof the issues discussed in the preceding sections. Section 8 summarizes theseresults

anddraws conclusions and recommendations of this study.
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Platoon Model and Lane

Capacity

2.0 Platoon Model

Shladover et. al.[4] have proposed a method of efficient vehicle control by grouping vehicles in pla
toons. "It requires electronically linked cars to travel in instrumented lanes with facilities to allow the

vehicles to join and exit platoons smoothly at highway speeds. Estimates suggest that a [single auto
mated lane] could carry asmuch traffic as three or four ordinary lanes. [Platoons of up to four cars] at
speeds of 55 m.p.h. and up have already been tested and plans to test platoons of up to 20 cars are
being implemented. It is possible to obtain very accurate lane holding (within 75 cm when under a

variety of anomalous conditions) while maintaining excellent ride quality. Highway lanes could be
much narrower once automated. [Thus high-precision vehicle-follower control is possible] when
dynamic data obtained by ranging sensors are combined with communication between cars."[3]

•^>

PLATOON 3

FIGURE 1. Platoon Model
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Platoon Model

We consider AVCS in a platoon environment, where a platoon consists of TV vehicles. As depicted in

Figure 7, the distance between vehicles is denoted as dh, and is on the order of 1 or2 meters [4]. The

vehicle length, platoon following distance, and lane width are denoted as a\, dpi and dt respectively,
while the communication link under study isdenoted as dg.

In slotted access cellular mobiletransmission schemes different cells transmit overdifferent frequen

cies in order to reduce interference. Frequency bands can bereused in cells spaced far enough apart
such that the interfering energy between these cells is negligible. In the platoon model each platoon

(including the distance between the platoons, dp) is considered a cell. Unlike most cellular radio
schemes, the cells here are in relative motion with each other, since platoons in eitherlanemay have

a netdifference in velocities. Thus we define two frequency reuse distances, dr and ds. The distance
dris thereuse distance within alane, whereas ds is thereuse distance between lanes.

Thus forTDMA, if a cluster of C different frequencies is used, the frequency reusedistance within a
lane is

dr=Cr(dp+(N-l)(dv +dh)) (EQ1)

whereas the reuse distance between lanes for both TDMA and CDMA is

ds = Csdt. (EQ2)

Thus for TDMA C=CrCs radio channels are required, each with bandwidth BT. Messages are of rela

tively short duration, typically a few hundreds of bits. The required transmission bandwidth is deter

mined by the cycle duration Tc during which all vehicles in a platoon transmit their speed and

acceleration data. Since CDMA transmission suppresses interference, successive platoons and pla
toons in other lanes mayusethe same bandwidths. The transmission bandwidth here is dependant on
the reuse pattern betweenlanes and the spreading factor employed.
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Radio Channel Network

Model

3.0 Radio Channel Network Model

In this section we present a model for the radio channel under study. For our transmitted data to be
correctly received we must ascertain the received signal power relative to any background noise in
the channel and interference. As outlined in the previous section we are concerned with communica

tion links between vehicles inaplatoon. This vehicle-to-vehicle data communication will mainly con
sists of the continuous (routine) exchange of telemetric data such as vehicle status, speed, and
acceleration. Interfering signals will be present from vehicles within theplatoon and from outside the
platoon (from vehicles in other lanes). Vehicles with bumper mounted directional antennas are con
sidered.

Available propagation experiments [9], show that the vehicle-to-vehicle radio link can be modelled

statistically as a Rician-fading channel. The Appendix section of this report gives an overview on
Rician multipath fading and conclusions from that section are used in formulating our model. The
dominant component in our Rician fading channel is likely to be relatively strong compared to the
reflected signal (large Rician a:-factor), and the delay spread is likely to be relatively small because
reflections occur in the immediate vicinity of the transmitter and receiver antenna. We model the

propagation channel as adominant component consisting ofadirect-line-of-sight wave and aground
reflected wave, a set of early reflected waves, adding coherently with the dominant wave, and
intersymbol interference caused by excessively delayed waves, adding incoherently with the domi
nant component. The amplitude of the direct line-of-sight component will vary according to path loss,
while the amplitude of the ground wave will depend on the attenuation due to reflecting of the road
surface. The amplitude of the dominant path (direct line-of-sight plus ground reflected wave) will
vary as the phase shift in the ground reflected wave causes interference at the receiver.

We will thus investigate two mutually independent, multiplicative propagation phenomenon: path
loss and multipath fading. As shown in the Appendix multipath fading gives rise to rapid fluctuations
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Path Loss

in the signal phase and amplitude as thevehicle travels over distances on the order of a wavelength.

Whereas path loss causes variations in the signal power over tens of meters.[10] Most litera-

ture[10][5][12] also include a third propagation phenomena known as shadowing that causes power

variations over distances between that of multipath fading and path loss. However since our radio

link is at most 20 meters the effects of shadowing is negligible. We thus find thatdue to path loss the

local mean signal power varies over tens of meters. Whereas due to multipath fading, within the

space of a few wavelengths, our signal varies rapidly about the local mean power.

3.1 Path Loss

Propagation models proposed for micro-cellular communication, model path loss with a transition

from free-space propagation to groundwave propagation if dgX < 4h,hlt where dg is the distance of
the radio link under study, hrand htare the heights of the receiving and transmitting antenna respec

tively, and Xis the wavelength of the transmitted wave. Various models have been proposed, e.g. a
step-wise transition from p7=2 to $2=4 (empirical values) at a certain (turnover) distance dt. Har-
leyfll] suggested a smooth transition, with

p=d?\l +^) (EQ3)

again where dt is the turnoverdistance. However when the distance between the receiverand antenna

is small and unobstructed, as in our model, the direct line-of-sight component and the ground
reflected component will cause strong fluctuations in the received signal power due to mutual inter
ference between these two waves. Thus the local mean power of the dominant wavedoes not show a

smooth transition between free-space and groundwave propagation. Rather this transition is marked
by strong fluctuations in the local mean power.

In examining the path loss for this dominant component we must first characterize the reflection from

the road surface, due to the fact that the amplitude and phase of the ground reflected wave will
depend on thereflection coefficient of theroad surface. The road surface is neither a perfect conduc
tor nor dielectric sothereflection coefficient depends onthedielectric constant e and theconductivity
o of the road surface. In order to facilitate computation we assume the road surface to be smooth and

thus the dielectric constant and conductivity do not vary with distance. The reflection coefficient for
horizontally polarized waves is thus given by[13]
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Path Loss

r_SinQ-JJ2^("^ (EQ4)

where co is the angular frequency of the signal, e0 is the dielectric constant of free space and 0 is the
angle of incidence, where we assume that angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection.
Expressing this with e,, the relative dielectric constant of the road surface, we obtain

_ sin0-7(er-jx)-(cos0)2
r = ===== , (EQ5)

sin0+J(er-j%) - (cos0)

where

a 18xl09q
X=ST0 =——* (EQ6)

For vertical polarization thereflection coefficient is given by[13]

r ter-JX) sin0-V(er-JX)-(cos0)2
F = =====. (EQ7)

(er-JX)sin0+ J(er-JX) - (cos0)

Since this reflection coefficient is complex, the reflected ground wave will differ in both amplitude
and phase. Yet when the angle of incidence becomes small (the distance in the radio link becomes

large) the reflected wave is of equal magnitude to the incident wave with a phase shift of 180°. How
ever for the radio link under study the angle ofincidence isusually not very small and the last approx
imation will not hold.

In calculating the field strength at the receiver the path difference isconsidered to be negligible as far
as attenuation isconcerned. However this path difference cannot be ignored in calculating the phase
difference along the two paths. Ifwe denote dg as the distance ofthe radio link under study, hr and h,
as the heights of the receiving and transmitting antenna respectively, and Xas the wavelength of the
transmitted wave then thephase difference of the two paths is[12]

A<P =x <̂ W-^V*721 • (EQ 8)
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Path Loss

If the field strength at the receiving antenna due to the direct line-of-sight wave is Ed, then the

received field due to the sum of the direct line-of-sight component and ground reflected component is

E = Ed[\ + \r\exp(j^T-jA<t>)]

= Ed [1+ \T\ cos(Zr-A<p) +y|r|sin(ZT-;A(p) ]

Taking the absolute value we find that

|£| =|£J [1 +|r|2 +2|r|cos (ZT-jAy)]l",

and since the received powerpr is proportional to the square of the received energy we have

and

o
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(EQ9)

(EQ 10)

(EQ11)

(EQ 12)
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FIGURE 2. Fluctuations inSignal Powerdue to specular reflections of direct line-of-sight component
and ground reflected wave. Here we assume hf=h^0.5m. f= 1GHz. From Parsons[12]
we find the constants forthe road surface to be tr=5x10r3 and o=15.

Thus as shown in Figure 2, the mean square power of the dominant component varies with distance
depending on the change in phase angle of the ground wave as well as the attenuation due to the road
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Multipath Fading

surface. Since this expression is intractable a closed form solution cannot be derived, we therefore

calculate the local mean power given by Eqt. 12 for every value ofdg. However from Eqt. 12 and Fig
ure 2 we notice that as dg»h,,hr (the angle of incidence becomes small, i.e. grazing angle) the reflec
tion coefficient r -> -l. Thus Eqt. 10 becomes

|£| =2|£jsinA^. (EQ13)
4%h h

Then using small angle approximation sinA<p =A<p and expressing Aq>° ' ', bothvalid approxima

tion for alarge separation distance, Eqt. 12 can be expressed as 8

"' - G,G,
P,

4%h.h\2

d2
(EQ 14)

So for large separation distances the local mean power falls asainverse fourth power law and is inde

pendent of frequency. On the other hand for very short distances free space loss will dominate and we

seea fall off of power with an inverse square law. From this analysis and empirical values reported
for path loss, we conclude that free-space loss dominates propagation between antennas of vehicles

belonging to same platoon, where there is no line-of-sight component (d,- < N (dv + dh) « d() and
plane earth loss for interference signals propagating from oneplatoon to another, where the propaga
tion distances are large. Therefore the nth vehicle in aplatoon receives an normalized interference sig
nal with power pm from the m+n+llh (for m=12,3...K) vehicle given by

P.. •"*(«/, +d,)"p\ (EQ15)

and interference from twoco-channel platoons with normalized power pr given by

Pr~dT d, . (EQ16)

3.2 Multipath Fading

In a dispersive Rician-fading channel energy arrives at the transmitter from specular reflections as
well as a dominant wave, which we define as the direct line-of-sight wave and a strong ground
reflected wave. Thus the received signal of the ith vehicle is inthe form

K

v,. (0 =c0cos (ay +<I>0 +\|/. (r)) +£ ckcos (ay +<Dt +y (t-Tk)), (EQ 17)
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Multipath Fading

where the constant c0 represents the amplitude of the dominant component (that is c0 = (1 +T)d0
where d0 is the amplitude of the line-of-sight component and r is given by Eqt. 5) and o0 the phase
delay in thedominant component. The variables ck, *ft, and Tk represent the amplitudes, phases and
delay times ofthe kfh reflected wave (k =1,2,....^). Since the mobile terminal is in motion, ck and $k
are functions of time, though this is notstated explicitly. Digital phase modulation is incorporated in
V,-(0. The reflections {k: Tk<Tb) are assumed to add coherently to the dominant component and
along with the dominant component make up the first resolvable path. The remaining reflections
cause intersymbol interference. During one bittime, reflections {k: Tk >Tb} add mutually coherently
and form a Rayleigh distributed phasor interfering with the first resolvable path.

We define the Rician parameter Kl as the ratio of the power p0 in the dominant component to the
local-mean scattered power px in the first resolvable path. The Rician parameter K2 is defined as the
ratio of the power p0 in thedirect line-of-sight component to the excessively delayed local-mean scat
tered power p2. The local-mean power p is the sum of the power in the dominant component and the
average powers in the scattered components (p =p0+p{ +p2). The Rician K factor, defined as the
ratio of thepower in thedominant component to thetotal scattered power is

'•{r^bV- (EQ,$)
Since the local mean power of the dominant component varies with distance, as shown in the previ
ous section, the above Rician parameters, although not stated explicitly, are also functions of dis
tance.

This channel behaves as a narrowband Rician-fading channel with Rayleigh distributed intersymbol
interference. Form= 0,1 or 2 and K0 = 7,

c° =2/5° =r?l (EQ19)

^-f^br (EQ20)
In the following, K is assumed tobedetermined bythe propagation environment and path length. The
relative values of Kv and K2 are determined by the delay profile and thesymbol rate. As shown in the
Appendix, the instantaneous amplitude p of the first resolvable path has the Rician probability distri
bution function (pdf)
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Multipath Fading

^.>=H-tMt?)- (EQ21)

where I0 ( ) is the modified bessel function of the first kind and zero order. Hence the probability dis
tribution function of the signal amplitude, expressed in terms of the local-mean power p and the
Rician tf-factor becomes

thus for the instantaneous power we have

(EQ22)

/, ,<*«>=/,(pi»*>H =̂ ^jffyfafsm.) (EQ 23)

For interfering signals, the propagation distance is significantly larger, and because of the relatively
low antenna height, a line-of-sight component may not be present. In such cases, Rayleigh fading
appears a reasonable model.
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Modulation Scheme and

Bit Error Rates

4.0 Modulation Scheme

Bit Error Rates (BER) and packet erasure rates provide a relevant measure for the performance of a

digital communication radio link. Most studies of average BER over fading channels only consider

AdditiveWhite Gaussian Noise (AWGN) withoutany interference.[10] We examine the BER for the

channel model proposed in the previous section (Rician fading with the dominant Rician component

consisting of a direct line-of-sightcomponentand a strongly reflected groundwave) with interference

from within a platoon and co-channel interference from vehicles in other lanes. Since thismodel may
still betoo simplistic to compare performance gains from various digital modulation schemes weonly
consider Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK).

4.1 Bit Error Rates

Ideally the bit error rates for BPSK modulation in a time- invariant AWGN channels is[14]

rb(e) =lerfcffi. (EQ24)
^ tyy o

where N0 is the (one-sided) spectral power density of the AWGN, Eb is the constant received energy
per bit (Eb = p0Tb) and erfc(.) denotes the complementary error function [15]. Habbab, Kahvehrad

and Sundberg [16], a later paper by Zhang and Pahlavan [17] and Linnartz, Goosen and Hekmat [18]

modelled thein-phase component of Rayleigh fading co-channel interference as Gaussian noise, giv
ing a mean error probability of

^C^lP.Pr'^) = 2erfc
\PrTb+P2Tb + N0

(EQ25)
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Modulation Scheme

where pr is the mean co-channel interference power given by Eqt. 16 and p~2 is the mean power of the
excessively delayed waves given byEqt. 15. For Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) the proba
bility of bit erroris given by

^IP»P,»P2> =2erfc
1.2

2
5PX

<W*+V*)
N

(EQ26)

+ Ntoj

where N is the spreading factor of the CDMA scheme and Cs is the frequency reuse factor between
lanes. The average BER can then be found by integrating over the Rician pdfof the signal amplitude
given in Eqt. 22

- fp(l+/JQ -*,
n = ' — -e expS - J' PKK, [J^}i*fW)*>**>*>»- (EQ27)

Since amplitude of the signal varies with distance (and as time as well since velocity is distance per
time) the bit error rate will vary with distance (and time).
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Multiple Access Schemes
and Packet Erasure

Rates

5.0 Multiple Access Schemes

In our platoon model many vehicles will be vying for access to our transmission medium. In orderto

guarantee reliable communication we must consider multiple access schemes which will allow vehi

cles access to the transmission medium without excess delays. We compare a slotted Time Division

Multiple Access (TDMA) with a Code Division Multiple Access Scheme (CDMA). Because of the

short communication range and the corresponding small delay spread, CDMA to avoid narrowband

fading of the signal may require prohibitively large spreading factors. Therefore we use spreading

mainly to suppress interference. Also the problem of dynamic power control for multiple receiver

positions may affect the efficiency of spread spectrum for AVCS environment. Since the channel is

likely to be constant only for periodsduring which the vehicle moves less than X/6 meters, efficient

and reliable link design requires messages from each vehicle to be shorter than a few milliseconds.

This would be easier to achieve in high speed unspread burst (TDMA) transmission, since for a sys

tem with fixed bandwidth any spreading by a factor N implies an increase in transmission time by a

factor N. On the other hand with CDMA continuous wave (CW) transmission is possible, which

allows simplersynchronization andavoidslarge overheads for poweron/off synchronization times. In

this section we compare TDMA, TDMA with slow frequency hopping interferes, and Direct

Sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) with regards to Packet Erasure Rates (PER). In the next section we

analyze these same multiples access schemes with regard to reliability and spectrum allocation.

5.1 Packet Erasure Rates

A packet erasure can occur when bit errors are in excessof the correcting capabilities of the error cor

rection coding being implemented. In this section we describe someof the analytical models that may

be used to evaluate the probability of packet erasure. Slow and fast Rician fading of the wanted signal

are considered with a block error detection code thatcancorrect up to M errors in a block of L bits.
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Multiple Access Schemes

5.1.1 Code Division Multiple Access

With fast fading, the duration of the packets is substantially longer than the time constants of the mul

tipath fading. This is the case with continuous wave CDMA transmission with a bit rate of 5 kbits/sec

and a carrier frequency of / GHz and vehicle speed of 30m/s (-70 miles/hour). In this case the

received signal experiences several fades during packet transmission. For DS-CDMA packet erasure

rates are found assuming fast fading. DS-CDMA accomplishes multiple access by multiplying every

bit with a faster chip sequence c(t). The transmitted signal s(t) for DS-CDMA is

s(t) -a(/)c(0cosoy (EQ28)

We assume thatduring one bit time, the channel characteristics do not change. Then during reception

of a packet, each signal is expected to experience several fades. It is also assumed that the received

amplitude and phase of all signals are statistically independent from bit to bit even though the

receiver remains perfectly locked to the wanted signal. Then the probability of correctiy receiving a

packet is same as receiving M independent bits out of L bits, which is a binomial distribution. So the

probability of undetected packet errors for BPSK is obtained from

M f \ - -He\P0,Pr) =1- XUJ U-/>/~M(P*)M (EQ29)
m a o

where the average bit error probability p~b is defined in Eqt. 27.

5.1.2 Time Division Multiple Access

Slow fading occurs when packets are of sufficiently short duration, that the received amplitude and

carrier phase may be assumed to be constant throughout the duration of the packet. This condition is

satisfied if themotion of themobile terminal during thetransmission time of a blockof bitsis negligi
ble compare to the wavelength. This is the case with burst transmission TDMA at a bit rate of 5kbits/

secwith an average frame of 20 cars/platoon. If we have make the approximation that the interfering
sample is Gaussian distributed with mean pr, and that interference samples between successive bits

are statisticallyindependent, then the probability of packet erasure in a block ofL bits with M bit cor

rection is found by averaging the probability of packet error overthe Rician fading of the wanted sig
nal, that is
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Multiple Access Schemes

0

(EQ 30)

Co-channel interference may be much greater in TDMA schemes than CDMA schemes. Since in

CDMA these interference signals are spread or made to resemble noise, whereas in TDMA these co-

channel interference signals are not processed at all. Slow frequency hopping can be employed to

reduce this effect With this scheme a different carrier frequency is chosen at the end of every packet

reception according to a pseudo-random hopping sequence. Thus the effects of co-channel interfer

ence is diminished. This increase in performanceis achieved at the cost of increase in bandwidth.
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Network Protocol

6.0 Network Protocol

In a TDMA scheme there must be some protocol within a platoon in order for information to pass

from one vehicle to the next efficiently. We ignore frame synchronization checking and define the

radio protocols as follows: the lead vehicle transmits its report, upon reception of areport by the ntfl
vehicle, the n+ 1th vehicle send its report. The performance or the radio link can be quantified by the
probability that a message can be successfully transmitted across a platoon from one vehicle to

another. We define the completion of a message through a platoon in this manner as a cycle. If a vehi

cle does not recognize a message or erroneously detects a message a cycle is interrupted. To ensure

safe operation of the AVCS vehicle control system, we require a very small probability of undetected

errors. On the other hand we wish a large probability that acycle is completed successfully. The nth
vehicle transmits its report after it has successively received messages with bit pattern which differed

in less than M2 places from a valid codeword of the n-lth vehicle. A message is assumed to be
received successfully and reliably if the detected bit sequences does not differ in more than Mj places

from a valid code word. It is not necessary to take My = M2. In fact if Mj < M2, the terminal may

transmit its own status assuming that it's turn to transmithas arrived, yet not entirely relying upon the

datain the received packet because of a large number of bit errors. The performance of the network is

quantified by finding the probability that the n-lth vehicle successfully transmits its report to the nth
vehicle, with M} < M2. In an AVCS environment the lead vehicle generates data that all vehicles in

the platoonrequire[4], thus we are also interested in the probability that the lead vehicle successfully

transmits its report to the nth vehicle, with M}- M2.

6.1 Reliability and Spectrum Allocation

Finite transmission speed and message delays cause packet losses on the radio channel, Hitchcock[8]

has shown that these delays can have dire consequences in the performance of the system. In orderto
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study the reliability of the system, a "reliability" measure R is defined as the probability that at least

one successful update occursduringa period T. This does not imply that the entire AVCS system has

a certain reliability /?, and will result in a vehicle collision on an averageof Tl(l-R) seconds. Given a

reliability measure (R,T) we assume that the safety and control measures of the system perform
within given parameters[8]. For a givenreliability, the spectrum occupation is dependant on the mul

tiple access scheme and frequency reuse pattern implemented. Thus spectrum allocation for a

required reliability can be used in comparing thevarious multiple access schemes of the previous sec
tion.
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7.0 Numerical Results

The previous sections detailed the modelling of the communication channel under study and derived
various parameters that quantify the performance of this communication link. In this section we

present numerical results of these parameters. In formulating these results certain assumptions were
made for all simulations. As described in Section 2 and depicted in Figure 7, the average length: of a
vehicle, dv was assumed to be5 meters, of the lane width, dh was assumed to be3 meters, of the dis
tance between automated cars, dh, was assumed to be 1 meter, and the average velocity of an auto
mated vehicle was assumed to be 70 m.p.h. The distance of the radio link under study, dg, was varied
from 0.1 meters to 10 meters. As explained in the Appendix, a carrier frequency of 1 GHz was
assumed and abit rate of5 kbits/sec. From Bultitude and Bedal[34], we know that K= IdB (Kl - 5)
isreasonable for most micro-cellular channel, we assume Kl = 10 as an upper bound. Since all vehi
cles transmit data with the same power, the signal to noise (AWGN Gaussian) ratio was setto WdB at
dg = 10meter and 30dB atdx = 1meters.

Co-channel Inte....
From further lanes,

Interference from Other Platoons
Inthe same lane, P2

Co-channellptellerence, P3*

FIGURE 3. Assumptions about Interference in radio link
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As explained in Section 3 and shown in Figure3, the radio link suffers from interference from within

its* platoon (Pf), from platoons in the same lane (P2), and co-channel interference from platoons in

other lanes (P3 and P4). In all simulations we assume that the target vehicle is joining an infinitely

long platoon. Thus, dg varies and the we get a upper bound on Pj. It should benoted that in TDMA
transmission each vehicle within a platoon is given a time slot in which to transmit, thus Pj will be

zero; while for CDMA type transmission allvehicles transmit at the same time, thus Pj must be taken

into account. We assume P2 is negligible since transmissions from other platoons must be reflected

off vehicles, road surface, and surroundings before reaching the receiver. These reflections will

greatly attenuate the signal. We thus set dr = Cr = 0 from Eqt. 2. To obtain an upperbound on the P3

and P4 we assume that an infinitely long platoon would transmit as close as possible to the receiving

vehicle. Lacking accuratemeasurements, it was assumed that these signals would attenuate by 10 dB

for each lane traversed, thusP4 would be 10 dB less than P$.

7.1 Bit error rates

We will first show bit error rates (BER) as a function of distance as described in Eqt. 25, Eqt. 26, and

Eqt. 27 and compare them to a channel model in which a strongly reflected ground wave is not

present.

5.

1
W

S

FIGURE 4.

0.00

Ground Reflected

_ LOS only

5.00 10.00 Distance (meters)

Comparison of Ground Reflected Wave (horizontal polarization) plus Direct Line-of-sight
(LOS) Channel Modelwithonly LOS model for CDMA bit error rates. (1) C,=1 N=32 (2)
C,=3 N=32.
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0.00

FIGURE 5.

5.00 10.00

Ground Reflected

LOS only

Distance (meters)

Comparison ofGround Reflected wave plus Direct Line-of-sight (LOS) Channel Model
(where all wavesare horizontally polarized) with only LOS model forTDMA bit error
rates. (1) C^1 (2) C,=3 (3) C,=6

Figures 4 and5 compare the channel modeldescribed in Section 3 (with horizontal polarization) with

a channel model that neglects a strongly reflected ground wave. We see that both models converge to

a BER of 0.5, which is intuitive since as the link distance is increased we are left with noise and have

approximately 50% chance of deducing the correct bit if both input bits are equiprobable. It is inter

esting to note that smallervalues of reuse patterns result in a quicker convergence between the two

models, since fewer reuse frequencies result in more interference and thus faster degradation of the

communication link. Also the ground wave model shows great variations in BER for distances less

than three meters. This is as expected since for distances less than three meters the ground wave and

line-of-sight component interfere and cause deep fades in the wanted signal.

Figure 6 examines the effect of varying the reuse pattern Cr and the spreading factor N for CDMA

transmission employing horizontal polarization. From this figure it is evident that for both N=32 and

N=128 the bit error rates show a great change only whenCr-1. When the reusepattern is greater than

one the bit error rates remain relatively the same independent of spreading factor and reuse pattern.

Thus we will concentrate on CDMA with a reuse factor Cr=2 and a spreading facto N=32, since this

will give nearly the same performance as other schemes, but with minimal bandwidth.
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FIGURE 7.

0.00

0.00

5.00 10.00 Distance (meters)

Bit error rates for CDMA with horizontal polarizationand various spreading factors (N)
and frequency reuse factors (Cr). (1) 0=1 N=32 (2) 0=1 N=128 (3) C.=2 N=32 (4) C,=3
N=32 (5) Cr-6 N=32 (6) CP2 N=128(7) C,=3 N=128 (8) C,=6 N=128.

5.00 10.00 Distance (meters)

Bit error rates forTDMA with horizontal polarization and variousfrequency reuse factors
(Cr). (1)0^1 (2)C,=2(3)0^3 (4)C,=6.
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The effects of varying frequency reuse patterns for TDMA is presented in Figure 7. Here we see that
unlike the CDMA case varying the reuse pattern has a significant impact on the bit error rates, thus
TDMA is more sensitive to interference than CDMA. However as Cr increases the gain in perfor
mance decreases. So byusing more bandwidth (increasing Cr) weget smaller and smaller gain in per
formance (lower BER). We will concentrate on TDMA with areuse pattern of Cr=3.

Both vertical and horizontal polarization isconsidered in the next two figures. With vertical polariza
tion bit error rates do not deteriorate as badly as horizontal polarization for distances less than 3
meters. For distances greater then three meters the bit error rates for vertical polarization are greater
than horizontal polarization. However as the reuse factor increases this variations diminishes, while
the larger variations within three meters are still present.

Figure 10 compares bit error rates of our system employing CDMA and TDMA. It should be noted
that these two systems require different bandwidths. This curve again emphasizes the need of some
frequency reuse, since bit error rates with Cr=l give poor performance. It should also be noted that
for CDMA with Cr=2 N=32 (5) and TDMA with Cr=3 (4) the bit error rate performance isnearly the
same.

a.

i
w
w

5

FIGURE 8.

0.00 5.00

Horizontal
Polarization

Vertical
Polarization

10.00 Distance (meters)

Bit error rates for CDMA N=32 with vertical and horizontal polarization. (1) C,=1 (2) 0^2.
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Biterror rates for TDMA with vertical and horizontal polarization. (1) C^l (2) 0^2. (3)
C=6.

CDMA

TDMA

5.00 10 00 Distance (meters)

Comparison of biterror rates for TDMA and CDMA employing horizontalpolarization. (1)
Cr=1 (2) CH N=32 (3) C,=2 (4) C,=3 (5) C,=2 N=32 (6) 6^6.
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7.2 Packet Erasure Rates

Numerical results of packet erasure rates as described in Section 5 are presented in this section. As

explained in Section 5 we assume a fast fading channel for CDMA and a slow fading channel for

TDMA, which results in Eqt. 29 and Eqt. 30. We also assume the same interference as in stated in

Section 7.0 and a packet length (L) of 76 bits with (M) one bit correction[36]. We first show that many

of the bit error rateresults of Section 7.1 arenot affected by fading and thus can be applied to packet

erasure rates.

Figures 11 depicts packet erasure rates (PER) for CDMA with various spreading factors. As with

BER results, a reuse factor other than one results in curves that arerelatively the same regardless of

spreading factor. Thus we will concentrate on CDMA with Cr=2 and N=32. Figure 12 depicts PER

curves forTDMA with variousreuse factors. Againas with BER curves, the reuse factor does playan

important role. As the reuse factor is increased the PER tends to converge. Thus we will concentrate

on TDMA with a reuse factor of Cr=3.

3

ft*

0.00

FIGURE 11.

5.00 10.00 Distance (meters)

Packet erasure rates forCDMA with horizontal polarization and various spreading
factors (N) and frequency reuse factors (Cr). (1) C.=1 N«=32 (2) C^l N=128 (3) 0=2
N=32 (4) 6^3 N=32 (5) C,=6 N=32 (6) 6^2 N=128 (7) C^3 N=f28 (8) C,=6 N=t28.
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FIGURE 12. Packet erasure rates forTDMA with horizontal polarization and variousfrequency reuse
factors (Cr). (1) C,=1 (2) 0^2 (3)C,=3 (4) 0^6.

Figure 13 compares TDMA and CDMA packet erasure rates with horizontal polarization, again it

should be noted that these system require different bandwidths. Although in Figure 10, the bit error

rates for TDMA with Cr=5 and CDMA withCr=2 N=32 were nearly identical, the packet error rates

for the same situation differs significantly due to the nature of fading in each scheme. In order to

increase the performance of TDMA we introduced the concept of Slow Frequency Hopping in Sec
tion 5. By this we mean thatwithin each platoon aTDMA type polling scheme is implemented. How

ever adifferent carrier frequency for each platoon is chosen, according to a pseudo-random hopping
sequence, at the end of every packet reception. Thus from Figure 3, the co-channel interference

power P3 and P4 are reduced since there is a greater probability thatadjacent lanes use different car

rier frequencies. It should benoted that for areuse pattern Cr=2, two independent sets of hopping fre
quencies (//) arerequired.

Figure 14 illustrates slow frequency hopping as outlined above with various reuse factors and two

sets of hopping frequencies. It is evident that a reuse factor of Cr=3 and a setof H-10 hopping fre
quencieswill give optimum performance.
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Comparing TDMA Cr=3, TDMA Cr=3 and H=10, and CDMA Cr=2 N=32 in Figure 15 we see that
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TDMAwith slow frequency hopping for various reuse factors (Cr) and Hopping
" Cr=1 H=10 (2)C,=1 Ho100 (3) C,=2H=10 (4) 0^=2 H=100 (5) C,=3Frequencies (H). (1)

H=10(6)0^31^100

the slow frequency hopping scheme does better than TDMA but CDMA still out performs both

schemes. It still must be noted that all three schemesrequire different bandwidths.

Lastlywe see in Figure 16 thatpacket erasure rates, for both CDMA and TDMA, with vertical polar

ization yields better results for distances less than three meters and slightly higher packet erasure
rates for distances greater than three meters.

7.3 Reliability and Spectrum Allocation

In the previous section it was stated that the systems we compared did not have the same bandwidth

requirements. In this section we quantify the different bandwidth requirements of the previous

schemes by presenting numerical analysis results of Reliability vs. Spectrum Allocation as described

in Section 6.1. Reliability R(T,dg) is defined as the probability amessage does not pass through aour
communication link in time Twhen the vehicles are at adistance dg. Other sources also refer to this
as thedeadline failure probability in other sources. In our results we haveassumed amaximumdelay
time T=50 msec at alink distance dg=10m[4\.
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Comparison of TDMA and CDMApacket erasre rates for horizontal and vertical
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Reliability vs. Spectrum allocation forCDMA, TDMA, frequency hopping. (1) C,=1 (2)
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Figure 17 illustrates thatalthough CDMA Cr=2 N=32 gave much better PER results than TDMA, it
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requires much more bandwidth. Thus we can implement TDMA by requiring many retransmissions

and although many of these transmissions would be lost, we are guaranteed a successful transmission

using less bandwidth than CDMA. The gain in PER by frequency hopping also came as a result of

greater bandwidth requirements, although not as muchasCDMA. Again it is evident thatCr-1 does

not yield desirable results, simply because at dg=10m the PER is so high that many retransmission
are required. Interestingly TDMA Cr=3 requires less bandwidth for a given reliability than TDMA

Cr=2, since even though TDMA Cr=3 requires more frequency bands per lane, the gain in PER is

great enough that fewer retransmissions are required. We see that for frequency hopping this in not

true.

7.4 Network Protocol

Section 6.0 described a network protocol for TDMA transmissions. The conceptof a completecycle

through a platoon was developed and the idea propounded that a cycle could be maintained without

retransmission even though the received codeword differed from a valid code word by more than the

error correcting capabilities of the code beingused. Again employing the assumptions of the previous

sections, it is shown how variations in Mj (correcting capabilities of the code) and M2 (errors in
received codeword) affect the probability of cycle completion for both TDMA and frequency hop
ping.
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Probability lead vehicle transmits to nth vehicle vs. n, Mj=M2=l, L=76, dh=10m. (1)
C=3 (2) C=6 (a) H=l (b) H=10 (c) H=100
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Probability n-1th vehicle transmits to n1h vehicle vs. n, M1=1, M2=5, L=76, o*K=10m. (1)
C=3 (2) C=6 (a) H=1 (b) H=10 (c) H=100.

Figures 18 and 19 illustrate how varying Mj and M2 will affect the network. The probability of suc

cessful transmission between two links in Figure 18, requires all links to have less than Mj errors.
While in Figure 19 only the link between n-lth and nth vehicle need to have less than Mj errors,
while the n-2 prior links need only to have less than M2 errors. Thus for TDMA it is critical that a

cycle be maintained. While for CDMA all vehicles transmit simultaneously, thus preservation of the
cycle is not as important.
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8.0 Conclusions

In this report a statistical model of a vehicle-to-vehicle radiochannel, with regards to AVCS commu

nication, was developed taking into account multipath reflections and a dominant wave composed of

a direct line-of-sight wave with a strongly groundreflected wave. The performance of this radio link

was gauged by bit error rates, packet erasure rates, and reliability for a given bandwidth. These

parameters were analytically and numerically evaluated for three multiple access techniques: Time

Division Multiple Access, (DirectSequence)Code Division Multiplexing Access, andTime Division

Multiple Access within a platoon with Frequency Hopping outside the platoon.

It was evident from our analysis that ourchannel was highly vulnerable to deep fades (and thus large

probability of packet loss) for distances less than three meters due to the interference of the ground

reflected wave and the direct line-of-sight wave. The effects of these fades could be reduced by

employing vertical polarization as opposed to horizontal polarization. However for distance greater

than three meters, horizontal polarization PER and BER performance showed an improvement over

vertical polarization. The performance difference between polarization techniques for distances

greater than three meters could be mitigated by decreasing co-channel interference (increasing the

frequency reuse pattern thus increasing bandwidth). Thus if frequency reuse between lanes is
employed, vertical polarization can be implemented in order to mitigate the effects of deep fades

caused by the interference between the ground reflected wave and the direct line-of-sight wave.

The channel under study was also found to be sensitive to co-channel interference. Our analysis
showed that even for CDMA transmission performance could be largely improved if adjacent lanes
use different frequencies. However, increasing the reuse factor greater than two, for CDMA, and

three, for TDMA, did not afford better performance. According to our computations and within the
validity of ourassumptions, CDMA provides lower packet erasure probabilities than TDMA or slow

frequency hopping. However for a fixed bandwidth system, the reliability for a given bandwidth or
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delay line failure probability appears to be better with TDMA. Here we see a trade off between error

probabilities and bandwidth. With CDMA increasing bandwidth results in lower error rates. However

withTDMA even though the error rates may be greater than CDMA, many retransmissions are possi

ble since the bandwidth requirements of TDMA are minimal compared to CDMA. TDMA also

affords the system designer to implement a protocol schemein which correct packetreception is not

necessary in order to transmit an update to the next vehicle. As our analysis showed by varying the

allowable number of bit errors in a received packet the delay in a TDMA system can further be

reduced. All these factors should be taken into consideration in developing a communication system

within such a channel.
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Characterization

A1.0 Introduction

The application of microwave data links in a land-to-mobile environment has been shown to suffer

from multipath fading, shadowing, and Doppler phase shifts. These effects limit the performance of

the system. It is thus desirableto have a model of the channel and its limiting effects. In this section a

statistical model is developed for a narrowband mobile-to-mobile channel taking into consideration

Rician scattering nearreceiving and transmitting antennas both individually and concomitantly. From

the proposed channel model we obtain, the probability density function of the received signal enve

lope, the time correlation function and RF spectrum of the received signal, and level crossing rates

and average fade durations. We discuss the impact of these parameters on communication networks

supportingan Intelligent Vehicle Highway System (IVHS).

In a mobile-to-mobile channel, as in a land-to-mobile channel, energy arrives at the receiver by scat

tering and diffraction over and/or around the surrounding environment. A short range mobile-to-

mobile channel modelling communication on ahighway will also contain a much stronger direct line-

of-sight component. These components combine vectorially at thereceiver and give rise to aresultant

signal that varies greatly depending on the distribution of the phases of the various components.
These variations in thereceived signal are called fades and the short term fluctuations caused by these

scattered waves, ormultipaths, is referred to as fast fading. Longtermvariations in the signal, known

as slow fading or shadowing, are also present. The relative motion of the vehicles will give rise to a

Doppler shift in the signal. Thus, the mobile radio signal varies rapidly over short distances (fast fad

ing), with a local mean power that is constant over a small area, but varies slowly as the receiver
moves (slow fading). We will concentrate on the short term effects for narrowband channels.
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A2.0 Probability Density Function of Received Signal

In deriving the probability density function of thereceived envelope, we will follow Clarke's[6] two
dimensional scattering model. Work done by Aulin[24] extends this to a three dimensional model.

However from Aulin's results it is quite clear that those waves which make a major contribution to

the received signal travel in an approximately horizontal direction. We will thus continue with

Clarke's model which assumes that the field incident on themobile antenna is comprised of horizon
tally travelling plane waves of random phase. Also all reflections occur in a plane and both mobiles

are at the same height We will augment Clarke's model by considering a direct line-of-sight compo
nent as well as reflections at both transmitter and receiver.

Receiver Transmitter

FIGURE A1. Mobile-to-Mobile propagation channel withscatters near both antennas

At every receiving point we assume the signal to be comprised of N plane waves, as shownin Figure
Al. WhereNT wavesexperience reflections at the transmitter and NR waves experience reflections at

the receiver and NjNR waves experience reflections at both transmitter and receiver. The nth incoming
wave has a phase shift tyn, a spatial angle of arrival aRn, and a spatial angle of departure aTn with

respect to the velocity of the receiver (chosen arbitrarily). The nth wave also has a real amplitude
given by E0C,po, E0CJ)n, or E0C„Dn depending on the reflections that the wave undergoes. Here
EfjCfPfj is the deterministic amplitude of the direct line-of-sightwave based on free space loss. The

parameters <|>w, a^, aRn, Cn, and Dn are all random and statistically independent, which is reasonable
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for a large separation distance between mobile and receiver. If an unmodulated carrier is transmitted

the resulting electric field can be expressed as:

E(0 =E0C0D0cos [(co, +cod) /+<{>0] +̂ £0C,D0cos [(coc +cor/) t+$.] (EQ A1)

N„ No Nr

+]£E0CQDkcos [(coc +(oRk) *+♦»] +£ ^E0C.Dkcos [(coc +CO**- cor.) /+*tt]
* - 1 k = 1i = 1

(EQ2)

This field consists of adirect line-of-sight component, which is deterministic, along withcomponents

that take into account reflections at the receiver, transmitter, and both receiver and transmitter. Maf-

fett[35] has shown that the radar cross section, which is analogous to the dimensionless parameters

Cn and Dn are a function of polarization, and area of incidence. Since the transmitted waves were

assumed to be vertically polarized the area of incidence is the important factor in modelling these

parameters. Since the separation distance between the two mobiles is greater than the distance

between mobile and scattering object, Cn and Dn are assumed to bestatistically independent. Thus for
reflections at both transmitter and receiver the wave component consists of a double sum over both

reflections. The motion of thetransmitter and receiver is evident in aDoppler shiftin each wave com
ponent. From the geometry of Figure Al, these Doppler shifts are found as follows:

C0d = y (VwCOSYR-VrCOSYT) (EQA3)

2n
w/f, = y Vos (Yk - ««,) (EQ A4)

<»n = y VTcos (yT - <xTi) . (EQ A5)

Here VT and V^ are the velocities of the transmitter and receiver respectively and yT and yR are the
angles that the motion of transmitter and receiver make with the x axis. In a typical IVHS environ
ment vehicles are following each other, thus 7^=7^=0.Thereceived field can now beexpressed as

E(/) = / (/) coscocr-(2 (0 sinoy +E0C0D0cos [ (coc +cod) /+<|>0], (EQ A6)

where
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and

/(0 =^E0Cp0cos (cori/ +<j>.) +]|T E0C0Dkcos (aRkt +<y
* = i

NK NT

i = i

* o 1 I » 1

0(0 =^£0Ci)0sin(cori.r +(|)i)+^£0C0Dtsin(co^r +<|)A)
i'o 1 * = 1

N, NT

+X X£°cA*" [<n«'" "V*'+ *»] •
A = 11 = 1

(EQA7)

(EQ A8)

(EQA9)

(EQA10)

If NT and NR are sufficiently large, in theory infinite (in practice Bennett19] has shown that greater
than 8 multipaths will suffice), the central limit theorem implies that both l(t) and Q(t) are Jointly

Gaussian random variables for a particular time / and the probability density of the angle of arrivals

and departures is uniform between (-n,n\. If we assume that the separation distance between the two

mobiles is much larger than the distance betweenthe mobile and scattering object, then Clarke[6] has

shown that both l(t) and Q(t) areuncorrected andthus independent. The mean values of l(t) and Q(t)

are both zero and variance of l(t) and Q(t) is the local-mean scattered power and is given by

a2 = E

( NT 2 2 NK 2 NT NR 2-.2YI

^X^+X^+XX^ (EQ A11)

The joint probability function of the in-phase and quadrature components cannow be written as

The amplitude (or envelope) and phase of the signal are now given by

r(0 = V(/(0 +E0C0Z>0cos(oy +<i>0))2+ (g(0 +£0C0Z>0sin(ay +<j>0))2,

W (0 +£0C0D0cos (cy +<J>0) J

The joint pdf of the signal spectra can now be found by using a Jacobian transformation
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fr 0(r, 9) =fl rcos9-£0C0D0cosf ay +(j)Q J, rsin9-£0C0£>0sin( coy +(J)q jJ|7 (r, 9) | (EQ A15)

or

^.e(r'e) =S55expl 2^ J• (EQ A16)

where the random phase <J>0 has been taken into accountin 9. The pdf of the signal envelope can now

be determined by integrating over the phase

it

fr(r) =J/j.e(rfe)d9. (EQA17)

This gives

/rC) " ~2eXPl Jrf M~o^"J' (EQ18)

where 10(.) is defined as the modified zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. If we further define

the Rician K factor as the ratio of the power in the direct line-of-sight component to the local-mean
scattered power

and define the local-mean power as

(E0C0Z)0)2
K= —2^> (EQ19)

p =g(£ocoDo)2 +°2» (EQ A20)

then the pdf of the signal envelope r can beexpressed as

We further define Rician K factors at the receiver and transmitter as the ratio of the power in the
direct line-of-sight wave and the local-mean scattered power at the receiver and transmitter respec
tively, with
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K Dl
A/e ~ ">

eXd?
i = 0

A *• !
Co2

" "r "

eXc?
; = o

(EQ22)

(EQA23)

The pdf of the signal envelope canbe expressed in terms of these new Rician K factors by making the

following substitution of variables

AdAt

k=k^tv (EQA24»

We note that the resulting fading is Rician, which is similar to the case of a line-of-sight component

with reflections occurring only at one of the antennas. Reflections at both transmitter and receiver are

subject to two doppler shifts which results in a larger variance in both the in-phase and quadrature

field components, which is tantamount to an increase in the scattered mean power.

A3.0 Radio Frequency Spectrum

The transmitted signal will be subject to Doppler shifts in thevarious paths. These Doppler shiftswill
tend to spread the bandwidth of the transmitted signal, which will be evidentin the RF spectrum. The

RF spectrum canbe found by taking the Fourier transform of the temporal autocorrelation function of
the electric field the latter defined as

E [£(/)£(/ +!)]. (EQA25)

Following Clarke[6], if we let

fl(T) =E[/(0/(/ +X)] =E[g(0G(/ +T)3 (EQA26)

C(X) *E[#(0G(/ +T)]»-E[e(0/(f +T)], (EQA27)

then the autocorrelation can be expressed as

E [E (0 E(/ +x) ] = a (x) coscocx-c (x) sinoyc (EQ A28)

+ (E0C0D0) 2cos (coc +cod) x.
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The parameters Cn, Dn, and <|>n are statistically independent, due to the large separation distance

between mobiles and the fact that small changes in path length will yield large changes in phase.

Analogous to Jakes[5], Cn and Dn are normalized such that the ensemble average of the sum of C2n
and D2n determines the local-mean scattered power (a2 =E0C(P02/2K). That is IE C2n =IE D2n =
1. This is reasonable if the incoming waves are of the same relative magnitude. Thus the following
simplification can be made

(£0Co)2 (£0£>o)2 £na(x) = —^—E [coscOflX] +—-f~E[coscorx] +y E[cos (corx - CO^X) ] (EQ A29)

(£oco)2 (EQDQ)2 Elc(x) = —-—E[sinco,jX] +—r—E[sincorx] +yE[sin(co7.x-coi{X)] . (EQA30)

Following Clarke[6], for a large number of waves arriving at thereceiver and departing at the trans

mitter, it would be reasonable to assume thatwaves arrive and depart from all angles in the azimuth

plane with uniform probability density. Thus the probability density functions for aTand o^ are mod
elled by aindependent uniform distribution between (-%,%]. We can nowevaluate theabove expecta
tions as

(£oco)2 (£oA>)2 Ela(x) =—Y~h Wi«i] +-V~J° I2tf*r*] +J Jo [2ir/MTx] J0 [2nfMRx] (EQ A31)

C(X) =0, (EQA32)

where J0(.) is thezero-order Bessel function of the first kind andy^ andfMT are themaximum Dop
pler shiftsat the transmitter and receiver respectively given by

vT
/wr=Y (EQA33)

/m« = X« (EQA34)

The fact that c(x) is zero is a mathematical consequence of sin(.) being an odd function. Physically
this result can berelated to the fact that the RFSpectrum is symmetric about fc. In order to calculate
the power spectral density of l(t) and Q(t) we must first find the Fourier transform of a(x). The Fou
rier transform of the first two terms can be found from Gradshteyn and Ryzhik[20,p.707] as

r(E0C0)2 (EaDn)2 17[^Af-h [2nfMRx] +̂ ^-Jo [2nfMTx] J
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<w„r/-/,v <w„r/-/e\ (EQA35)

where Yliflx) is the rectangular pulse function centered at/=0 with a width of x and unityamplitude.
The transform of the third termcan be found from Gradshteyn and Ryzhik[20,p.709] as

#»w„<ihwrf1=rS^^^wr^Hirrir)• «EQ A36>
where Q.1/2C) is the Legendre function of the second kind. By using the following identity found in
Gradshteyn and Ryzhik[20]

Q_1/2(X) »K(JI±i), (EQA37)
the above transformation can be written in terms of K(.), the complete elliptical integral of the first
kind as

LZ J 47C2A//WT/w„ W 4/Afft/Afr ) K2Jmr + 2Jmtj

Setting Vr = 0 we get an expression analogous to the expression Clarke[6,p.969] gives for the base
band output spectrum from a square lawdetector. This output spectrum is nothing but theconvolution

of the input spectrum with itself. This argument can beapplied to our result Namely the spectral con
tribution to the RF spectrum of the waves that undergo reflections at both receiver and transmitter,

can be viewed as the convolution of the spectral components that undergo reflections only at the
receiver with the spectral components that undergo reflection only at the transmitter. Stated mathe
matically,

YE2 ~\ E2
4tJ° [2nfMKx] Jo l27CAf1*] J=y (Wo Wiir*! )®Wo [2nfMTx]) }. (EQ A39)

The RF spectrum can now be found by noting that a(x) is modulated by coscocx, thus shifting the
spectrum of a(x) by the carrier frequency, and the direct line-of-sight wave will give rise to a delta
function since this wave will only undergo adeterministic doppler shift. Thus the RF spectra can be
written as
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SRF W = ?{<* (*) COSC0cX +E\ [COS (C0C +C0d) X] } (EQ A40)

or

El

where the Doppler shift of the direct line-of-sightcomponent is

fMD = /m««>SYk +/mtCOSYt- (EQ A42)

From Figure A2 we see that the RF spectrum is centered around the carrier frequency and bandlim-

ited to 2(fMT +/mR) which is a direct consequence of the doppler shift incurred by the movementof

transmitter and receiver. The probability densities of aR and aT affect the shape of the spectrum

inside this band. If we set VT = 0 we do not obtain Clarke's spectrum for a mobile receiver and sta

tionary transmitter. This is dueto the fact that Clarke's model assumes no scattering atthetransmitter.

However if we set the Rician factors KT and KR to zero, we obtain a spectrum analogous to that of
Akki and Haber[7] for a Rayleigh fading channel with scatters attransmitter and receiver only.

A4.0 Moments of Power Spectral Density

The correlation functions a(x) and c(x) defined earlier can be expressed as inverse Fourier transforms
of the power spectral density withoutthe line-of-sight component as

<*(x) = j Si(f)cos[2n(f-fc)z]df (EQA43)
fc-VuT+fu*)

c(x) = J 5,(/)sin [2ti(f-fc)x]df, (EQA44)

where

Srf
= (W rf-fcy (W rf-f,

^MfR-(f-fc)2 X2fM"J 4*JfbT-(f-fc)2 V2fMTJ

[tX,Tfc)MwSk:> <wvw-/,-/MD), ,0A41)

5,(/) = SRF {f) - E2%h (f-fc -fMD) . (EQ A45)
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We saw earlier that c(t) was zero for all / this can further be explained from the above equation since
the RF Spectrum is a even function while sin(.) is odd. These autocorrelations evaluated at zero will

give expressions for the moments of the power spectrum. Following Jakes[5]:

E[/2(01 =E[(22(0] =a(0) =b0 = (£oCo>2+(£oPo)2 +£o2

E[/(/){2(0] = c(0) =0

E[/(0/(03 = E[G(/)6(0] = o(0) = 0

E[/(/)(2(0] = -E[/(0C(0] = <?(0) = bx = 0

E[/*2(0] =E[02(O] =-o(0) =62

=(TJ{D>mt +C>mr +(©Mr+<W 2).

(EQ A46)

(EQ A47)

(EQ A48)

(EQ A49)

(EQ A50)

where dots represent differentiation with respect to time. Thus bn=0 for all odd n, again due to the
symmetric nature of SRF(f). The moments of the power spectrum for neven can be generalized as

b =gofl-35...(;t-l)V 2
" 2v 2-4-6.../I y ^o^Mr + ^o10*/*+ ^t0A/r + »!«)")• (EQA51)

A5.0 PDF of Inphase and Quadrature Components and Derivatives

We will now investigate the derivatives ofthe inphase and quadrature components. Namely we will
derive the joint pdf of these components and their derivatives. The inphase and quadrature compo
nents and their derivatives are zero mean Jointly Gaussian. The covariance matrix can be expressed
as

V =

fl(O) c(0) o(0) c(0)
c(0) a(0) -<?(0) a(0)

a(0) -c(0) -tf(0) c(0)
c(0) a(0) c(0) -0(0)
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M = fiU02*22J

b0b2 0 00

0 b0b2 00

00 b2b2 0

00 0 b\b2

(EQ A53)

Following Leon-Garcia[23] thejointpdf of the inphase component, quadrature component, and their
derivatives can be written as

//.c./.0(/» QJ> &=4ni\V\w*xv['TxTV~lx] '
where * is the following column vector

x =

Thus Eqt. A54 can be rewritten as

f,e.,6(/,e,/,6) =4^«p[2^tM'2+e2)+*o</2+fi2)]]

(EQ A54)

(EQ A55)

(EQ A56)

The in-phase and quadrature components can be expressed in terms of an amplitude r and phase 0 as
follows:

/(0 = rcos9-E0C0£>0cos(codr +<|>)

Q (0 = rsinG -E0C0D0sm (codr +<{>)

/(/) = rcosO-rGsine

(9(0 = rsine-rOcosO.

(EQ A57)

(EQ A58)

(EQ A59)

(EQ A60)

The joint pdfof the envelope, phase and their derivatives can now be expressed using the following
transformation of variables
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/) QjJrcosG - E0CQD0cos ((OJ +<|>), rsinG -EQCQD0sin (coy +0), />cos6 -rGsinG, rsinG -rGcosG \\j(r, G, r, 6)| .(EQ A61)

The determinantof the Jacobian matrix can be expressed as

|/(r,e,/%6)| = r2. (EQA62)

Thus Eqt. A61 can be rewritten as

/"r.e.,.e(r'e',,'6) =4l^"eXp[2 |̂i2''2-2r£0CoDo«'s(w/+e) +(W>o>2l +b0V2 +r202)]. (EQA63)
If we uncondition this expression over the phase and bothderivatives, we obtain the sameexpression

for the pdf ofthe signal envelope derived earlier (with bp =a2).

A6.0 Level Crossing Rate and Average Fade Duration

The fading of the signal envelope was evident in the derivation of the probability density function of

the envelope. From this pdf we can obtain an expression for the overall percentage of time that the

envelope lies below a certain level and on average how long these fades last.We are also interested in

finding the rate at which the envelope fades. These expression would thus provide parameters in
selecting transmission bit rates, word lengths and coding schemes. The level crossing rate, at a speci

fied level R, is defined as the expected rate at which the envelope crosses this level in the positive
direction. Rice[21] gives this value as

NR =jtfr,t(R>r)df• (EQ A64)
0

Thus we must first find the joint pdf of the envelope and its derivative. This can be derived by inte
grating the phase and its derivative over the joint pdf derived earlier.

r , frE0C0D0^ r-(r2+ (E0C0D0)2)-\ j f_^
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From this expression we see that since both the envelope and its derivative are independentand thus

uncorrelated, their joint pdf can be expressed as the productof individual pdfs. Thus the derivative of

the envelope is zero mean Gaussian with a variance of bi and the pdf of the envelope is the same as

before. The level crossing ratecan now be expressed as

Nr =jVAVff(f)dr. (EQA66)
o

We begin integrating from zero since we are interested in the level crossing in the positive direction

only. Thus the level crossing rate is found to be

ND =
R b2 (RE0C0D0} [-(R2+(E0C0D0)2)
bjto!<—sr-r*l—2f0— (EQA67)

We further define the fade margin as the ratio of the mean signal power to the specified level, R. Fig
ureA3 plots the normalized level crossing rate, NR/fM or level crossings per wavelength, for various

Rician K factors, where K=-30 dB approximates Rayleigh fading.

Anotherimportant statistical measure of the envelope is the average fade duration. The fade duration,

x, below a specified level R, is defined as the period of fade below this level. The overall fraction of

time for which the signal is below a specified levelR is givenby the cumulative distribution function,

F/R), of thereceived signal envelope. This function is obtained by integrating over thepdf theenve
lope

R

FAR) =jfAr)dr. (EQA68)
0

Following Parsons[12] the average fade duration can now be expressed as

Fr(R)E[Xr] = —— . (EQA69)
™R

Figure A4 plots normalized average fade durations for various Rician K factors. We see that for a K

factor of 7 dB, fade durations onthe order of 50msec diminish rapidly as the fade margin increases.
Shladover et al.[4] have shown that in an automatic vehicle control system (AVCS), 50 msec delays
are tolerable for theexchange of telemetric data, provided that the direct line-of-sight component and
reflections are stationary.
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A7.0 Magnetic Field Components

The analysis thus far has concentrated exclusively on the electric field component of the vertically

polarized electromagnetic waves. This is due to the fact that verticalmonopole or dipole antennas are

commonly used for signal detection. However the magnetic field components may be of interest if, as

suggested by Parsons[12], loop antennas are implemented or in an assessment of field-component

diversity. We thus present a brief survey of the magnetic field components.

From ouroriginal assumptions the electric field of the incoming multipaths were all vertically polar

ized. Since the multipathsreach the receiver in random directions the magnetic fields are aligned ran

domly in the azimuthal plane. We will therefore resolve the magnetic field components into x-y
components.

Hx (0 = —C0D0sinY0cos [ (coc + (&d) t + <J>0] +

—E —E
Ij^X CiDosinYocos I(wc+ wr.)'+ <M +-^XC0Dksin(oRkcos I«°c +°W'+<M (EQ A7°)

1 = 1 * = 1

-E,

and

+If X X CA4"0**"8 t(coc +aRk - cor-) t+<(>,.,]
* = i i = i

Eot
HyW = •^CQDocos')tQcos I (Wc +Md) ' +W +

11

E,
^X CiD0COSyOCOS t(^c +Wr.) '+♦,•] +̂ X C0DkCOS®RkCOS I(©c +°W '+ <M <EQ A71>

i = 1 * = 1

it N* NrE,+̂ XXCiD^OS(HRkCOS [(coc+(HRk - cori) /+(().J .
* = 11 = 1

where T) is the intrinsic wave impedance and y0 is theangle the direct line-of-sight component makes

with the receiving terminal with respect to the x axis. The approximation has been made that y0 is
roughly the same for all waves that are reflected solelyat the transmitter. This approximation is accu

rate for large separation distances between mobiles (as seen from the geometry of Figure 4/). We see

thatthe multiple paths arrive at the receiver from a variety of directions which in turn implies that the
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magnetic field components are aligned in random direction in the azimuthal plane. Thus we require

two loop antennas to detect the magnetic field. It is also evident that no simple relationship exists

between the magnitudes of the electric field and magnetic field components. The spatial angle of

arrival is a factor in determining the resultant amplitude of the magnetic field components. Thus the

magnetic field components can be either large or small depending on the relationship that exists

between the various arrival angles and the various phase shifts for each multipath wave at the

receiver. Jakes[5] has shown that these three field components are mutually uncorrelated. This result

is easilyapplied to ourmodel, and thuscanbe exploited in diversity techniques.
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A8.0 Appendix Figures

Power
Spectral
Density

FIGURE A2.

-2.00 0.00 2.00

Normalized
Frequency
flfM

RF Spectra of mobile-to-mobile radiochannel with equal transmitterand receiver
velocities, (a) Reflections solely at either receiver or transmitter, (b) Reflections at both
receiver and transmitter (c) RF Spectra of mobile-to-mobile radio channel.
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NR/fM

FIGURE A3.

Fade Margin (dB)

Normalized Level Crossing Ratevs. Fade Margin for various Rician Kfactors. Equal
transmitter and receiver velocities. Equal Rician Kfactors KR and KT. Maximum Doppler
shiftfor both antennas, fM.
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FIGURE A4.

2 Fade Margin (dB)

Average Fade Duration vs. Fade Margin forvarious Kfactors. Equaltransmitterand
receiver velocities. Equal Rician Kfactors KR and KT. Maximum Doppler shift forboth
antennas, f^.
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